**Mind the Map!** is part of NGA's Geospatial Intelligence Cognition (GEOCOG) program

**Study Features**
- One 2-hour session
- $15/hour compensation
- 4600 River Rd. (free parking), near the metro
- Annotate or digitize a map
- Procedure will also involve screen recording and surveys.

**Participating**
Follow the link to the right to provide consent and take our pre-screen. UMD ARLIS researchers will reach out to schedule a time for you to participate. Questions? Email us at: mindthemap@arlis.umd.edu

**Requirements**
Volunteers should:
- have normal or corrected-to-normal vision;
- be fluent in English; and
- be at least 18 years of age

**Paid Study**
This study is running in **December 2023**

$15/hour for a 2-hour study

Open to **UMD students and faculty**

Participate at the University of Maryland, College Park

Consent and Pre-Screen at: [go.umd.edu/mindthemapUMD](http://go.umd.edu/mindthemapUMD)